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PANEL 1: From the rafters of the warehouse, we look down to see an elderly man sitting at the 
only desk in the space. He is the BOOKKEEPER. The warehouse is vast but holds little except 
for a couple of crates and shipping pallets. It is nighttime and shadows haunt the unlit corners. 
The Bookkeeper’s head angles down to read a large bound book in front of him as his hand types 
on a device. 

SFX: Clack! Clack! Clack! 
 

PANEL 2: Upon closer inspection, we get a better look at the BOOKKEEPER who busily 
“clacks” away as he types on his accounting calculator (the kind with the reel of receipt paper). 
Bookkeeper wears a white dress shirt, tie, and dark vest. His large framed glasses help his weary 
eyes search across the lines of numbers in his book with his other hand as a guide. He continues 
to type in calculations while keeping his balding gray head down, reading data from his large 
accounting book. 

SFX: Clack! Clack! Clack! 
 

PANEL 3: The Bookkeeper stops typing and looks up from his book. He grimaces as something 
has caught his attention from across the room. 

Silent Panel 
 

PANEL 4: Half steeped in shadows, JACKIE ESTACADO, aka the Darkness, emerges from a 
shadowy corner. Clearly he has just transported himself to the warehouse via his artifact’s power. 
Several of Jackie’s darkling minions obediently stay in the shadows. Their eyes and sharp teeth 
glow as they wait behind for their master. Dressed in his stylish Italian suit, Jackie has made 
another one of his signature “Darkness” entrances.  

1 BOOKKEEPER (OP): You’re late. 
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PANEL 1: Jackie strides over to the Bookkeeper’s table. The Bookkeeper scribbles a few final 
tabulations into his book. 

1 JACKIE: What? Are you going to tell me something along the lines of, “Time is money?” 
2 BOOKKEEPER: Yes, your money. 

 
PANEL 2: The Bookkeeper points his pencil at Jackie. 

3 BOOKKEEPER: Your father, he knew how to keep appointments. He respected the need to 
keep the books straight. 

 
PANEL 3: Jackie rebounds and pulls his hands by his chest palms outs in a surrendering motion. 

4 JACKIE: Hey, you’re still the family’s bookkeeper.  

 
PANEL 4: Jackie plants a hand onto the desk and leans forward. The Bookkeeper leans back and 
raises his left hand to reassure Jackie his good intentions. 

5 JACKIE: Indeed, a highly respected position that has retained its fair wage for keeping up the 
accounts of this business’s affairs.  
6 BOOKKEEPER: Don’t worry, I still remember that you’re the boss here. 
 
PANEL 5: Jackie crosses his arms back into an authoritative manner. 

7 JACKIE: You are up on the upkeeping, correct?  
8 BOOKKEEPER: Yes, yes. 

 
PANEL 6: Jackie points down towards the book as he confesses his thoughts on the ancient style 
of accounting. 

9 JACKIE: Don’t you have anything a little more ... modern?  
 

PANEL 7: The Bookkeeper pounds his fist down on the book as he rattles off his defense. 
 
10 BOOKKEEPER: Respect the method. You can’t hack a book from across the globe. These 
numbers remain in here. No firewalls are needed. No spyware gets into this book. And it never 
crashes. 
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PANEL 8: Jackie crosses his arms again and accepts the Book Keeper’s answer. The Book 
Keeper adjusts his glasses as he fingers through the lines in the ledger. 

11 JACKIE: Sounds reasonable. 
12 JACKIE: Which accounts do we need to discuss? 
13 BOOKKEEPER: All is on par with the incoming credits and laundering. You do have a 
glaring amount of expenditures going out to one asset in the book, though. Michael Finnegan… 
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PANEL 1: The Bookkeeper continues to read from his notes. 

1 BOOKKEEPER: We have him on the books as hired protection for the Pezzini family. I’m not 
sure of Finnegan’s effectiveness when he continually expenses airfare and accesses funds further 
away from his objective.  

 
PANEL 2: Jackie looks off past the Book Keeper as he thinks and talks through his thoughts on 
Finnegan. 

2 JACKIE: **sigh** 
3 JACKIE: The Pezzini’s have long abandoned their need for protection, they take care of 
themselves. Finnegan’s value on the other hand… 
4 BOOK KEEPER (OP): Shall I terminate the account? 

 
PANEL 3: We are transported to a snowy mountain landscape where we see MICHAEL 
FINNEGAN ankle deep on a snowy incline. (The image matches the final panel of Top Cow’s 
Broken Trinity Issue #3). Finn’s fur-lined coat and full beard keep him warm while round snow 
goggles keep the piercing wind from his eyes. He travels with the Blood Sword in his right hand 
and the Artifact Scroll in his left. 

Silent panel 

 
PANEL 4: Finn looks up towards the horizon and smiles. 

Silent panel 

 
PANEL 5: We see what Finn looks upon: a mid-size village nestled at the basin of the 
impressive Himalayas Mountains. 
 
5 CAP: Nepal  
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PANEL 1: Exterior of the village’s watering hole. The establishment is very plainly labeled 
“BAR”. Finn enters the establishment. Off to the side, we see a HAPPY MONK tie up his mule. 
The Happy Monk has a Dalai Lama-vibe to him: short in stature with round glasses and a winter 
coat over his bright monk’s tunic. 

1 CAP/FINN: A stiff drink should warm me up from the elements as I try to figure out what the 
hell I’m doing. 
 
 
PANEL 2: Finn has found a spot at the bar and gained the attention of the BARTENDER. Finn 
lifts his hand and gestures his order. The local bartender does not understand Finn’s English. 
 
2 FINN: Do you have any Irish spirits? Something aged 12 years, perhaps?  
3 CAP/FINN: Life was much simpler being a freelance street hand. Now I’m some sort of mystic 
treasure hunter. 

 
PANEL 3: The bartender clearly does not understand the foreign tongue and stares blankly at 
Finn. Finn feels foolish by his previous statement and simplifies his request. 

4 FINN: Whiskey? 
 
 
PANEL 4: The bartender slams done a glass and pours an unlabeled bottle of brown liquid. Finn 
accepts the result. He slouches as he waits for his glass.  

5 CAP/FINN: I’m connected to the Artifacts and this scroll has me running around the globe in 
search of any indication that these things actually exist. 

 
PANEL 5: Finn sips his whiskey and looks out across the bar. 

6 CAP/FINN: I bear the Glacier Stone, a powerful artifact that at times doubles as some kind of 
internal compass. A tingling in my gut has led me here.  
 

PANEL 6: The bar has several tenants even though it is still quite light outside. Two barflies 
lean over their beers as they sit at stools. A table of five rough looking local men seem to be 
having a hoot as they gleefully converse. Lastly, the Happy Monk has approached the bar and 
signals for the bartender’s attention. 
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8 CAP/FINN: But that feeling is faint and I still don’t understand its full intentions.  
9 CAP/FINN: Where do I go? 
 

PANEL 7: The Happy Monk receives a glass of water and smiles thankfully at the bartender. 
Directly behind the Happy Monk is one of the locals, the TOUGH GUY of the group. Tough 
Guy carries a scowl on his face and places his large meat claw on the monk’s shoulder. Trouble 
is brewing. 

10 CAP/ FINN: Is this a fool’s errand? Is there any purpose to what I’m doing?  
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PANEL 1: The Tough Guy towers over The Happy Monk. They now face each other. The 
Tough Guy is having heated words with The Happy Monk. The Happy Monk stares up at him, 
quiet and tame. Finn observes from a distance. 
 
1 TOUGH GUY: (angry foreign dialogue) 
2 CAP/FINN: Looks like this local is all fired up about this holy man.  

PANEL 2: The encounter escalates as the Tough Guy continues to toss expletives at The Happy 
Monk. The Tough Guy raises his arm in preparation to strike the monk. 
 
3 TOUGH GUY: (more angry foreign dialogue) 
4 CAP/FINN: And the little fella is about to get a beat down. 
 

PANEL 3: Wham! The tough guy gets a fist right to the cheekbone. Tough Guy is blindsided as 
Finn tosses a right hook. 

SFX: Wham! 
5 FINN: Don’t you think you should pick on someone your own size?  

 
PANEL 4: The Tough Guy, down on one knee, wipes the blood from his mouth. He stares up at 
Finn as his menacing eyes let us know this fight is not over. Finn continues his quip. 
 
6 FINN: …Or at least where I’m from, someone who can out drink ya?  

 
PANEL 5: Finn stands before the Monk and shakes his aching right hand. The Happy Monk 
seems to have not flinched at all and continues to smile. 
 
7 CAP/FINN: Ouch, that aches already. 
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PANEL 1: Finn receives a fantastic gut punch from the Tough Guy. Finn folds over the guy’s 
fist. Finn grits his teeth and wrenches his face in pain. 

1 CAP/FINN: I guess I felt homesick and couldn’t resist a good old-fashioned bar brawl. 
 
 
PANEL 2: Tough Guy tosses his next punch but Finn blocks with his left arm. Finn’s right fist 
readies for a counter jab. 

SFX: Thwud! 
 

PANEL 3: Finn connects with the jab. 

SFX: Whack!  

 
PANEL 4: Tough Guy, with a bruised cheek and a bloodied lip, is now on the losing end of the 
fight. Out of breath, he pants heavily. Tough Guy reaches for an item near his belt. 

2 TOUGH GUY: (Panting) 
 
 
PANEL 5: Close on the Tough Guy’s waistline as he removes a revolver tucked under his belt. 

Silent panel 
 
 
PANEL 6: The gun is drawn. Tough Guy has fixed his aim on Finn. Finn raises his arms, the 
natural response when looking down the barrel of a gun. We hear the hammer click into place. 
 
SFX: Click 
3 CAP/FINN: Well that escalated quickly.  
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PANEL 1: To the astonishment of the bar patrons, the Tough Guy’s hand, forearm, and gun 
have been completely encased in solid ice! Finn has reached over to the gun barrel. With the 
touch of his hand, Finn used his frosty powers to the freeze the situation. The Tough Guy’s 
mouth is agape. 

1 FINN: I think we’ll call it a draw. 

 
PANEL 2: We move to the bar exterior. The villagers pile out the bar entrance. They run off in 
different directions spooked by what just transpired. Tough Guy cradles his frozen gun arm and 
shouts. 
 
2 TOUGH GUY: (foreign expletive)  

 
PANEL 3: Back in the bar, the last two standing are The Happy Monk and Finn. The Monk 
smiles as he bows thankfully to Finn. With one arm scratching the back of his head, Finn 
impishly replies. 

3 FINN: No problem, pal. 

 
PANEL 4: The Monk has taken Finn’s wrist and leads him out of the bar. Finn is towed along, 
unsure of where he is headed. 

 
4 FINN: Where you headed? 
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PANEL 1: The Happy Monk leads Finn to his mule, who has remained tied up outside the bar. 
The monk places Finn’s hand on the mule.  
 
1 FINN: Ah, yes, I see you have a lovely mule. 

 
PANEL 2: The Happy Monk gestures with two palms facing up for Finn to climb up onto the 
mule. 

Silent panel 

 
PANEL 3:  Finn, puzzled, sizes up the mule situation. 

2 FINN:  …and you’re offering a mule ride. 
3 CAP/FINN: For some reason I’m getting that feeling in my gut again. Something about this 
tells me I’m on the artifact trail again.  

 
PANEL 4: Finn rides atop the mule. The Happy Monk leads the mule by the reigns out of the 
village. They head towards the trail, out of town and into the mountain range. Finn has his pack 
on his back and the Blood Sword slung across his shoulder. 

 4 CAP/FINN:  …or perhaps it’s just my gut feeling sore from that stomach punch.  
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PANEL 1:  Finn and The Happy Monk follow the trail up the mountain. Finn observes the 
nature around him as The Happy Monk leads the mule by the reigns. 

1 CAP/FINN: It’s a grueling four-hour trip by mule, especially when your companion is a mute 
monk. 
2 FINN: Are we there yet? 
 

PANEL 2:  Finn stares forward, astonished by what he sees. 

3 CAP/FINN: But when you finally get there, one can see how you become speechless by how 
beautiful it is.  

 
PANEL 3: The Happy Monk’s monastery is an extravagant sight. A golden archway hangs 
overhead as the mule crosses the threshold. Through the archway we see that the temple grounds 
are littered with temple structures with spires, statues of monks, and magnificent golden bells all 
weathered from years of life. 

Silent panel 
 

PANEL 4: The mule is swarmed with monks who are all happy to greet Finn and shake his 
hand. Finn happily bows and shakes the hand of the first smiling monk in line. 
 
4 FINN: Nice to meet you. 
5 CAP/FINN: So none of them are talkers, but they seem pretty accommodating. 

 
PANEL 5: The sun sets on the golden horizon of the mountainside. 

6 CAP/FINN: They welcome me in, feed me, and let me get some rest. 
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PANEL 1: Finn walks through a garden where several monks are tending to their vegetables. 
Finn smiles as one monk shows off a plump squash. 

1 CAP/FINN: It’s easy to see why the monks are so happy; they see blessings in every aspect of 
their life. 

 
PANEL 2: Finn continues his stroll as he passes a courtyard of monks meditating. 

2 CAP/FINN: They are calm and serene, far from the violence that I am accustomed too. 

 
PANEL 3: The courtyard has transformed into an impromptu game of soccer. Finn juggles the 
ball as he keeps it away from the other striking monks. Finn has never looked more delighted. 

3 CAP/FINN: They even know how to have a little fun. I have no problem showing them a few 
moves from my primary school days. I am happy. 

 
PANEL 4: Finn sits on the floor with fellow monks as he scoops food from a bowl and into his 
mouth. It’s a nice spread of food and everyone seems to be receiving their fill. 

4 CAP/FINN: There is much to learn by observing the monks from their hospitality… 

PANEL 5: Finn watches a sunset while cross-legged atop one of the monastery walls. He is 
alone and at peace. 

5 CAP/FINN: …to their appreciation of all things in nature and beauty. Can life be so simple? 
For a second, I almost forget my burden. 
 
PANEL 6: Over the shoulder of Finn, we get a good look at the scroll of the thirteen artifacts. 
The scroll contains a complex diagram connecting the thirteen symbols that represent the 
artifacts. 

6 CAP/FINN: What is my purpose?  
7 CAP/FINN: I find these artifacts and then what? So what?  
8 CAP/FINN: Why did the scroll and the artifacts bring me me here? 
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PANEL 1:  Finn continues to explore the temple grounds. 

1 CAP/FINN: For a moment I thought I was headed towards an inner peace, but old habits die 
hard. 
 

PANEL 2: Finn looks over his shoulder as he stands before a closed door. He jiggles the handle. 

2 CAP/FINN: Curiosity peaks once you start to find heavily locked doors. 
 

PANEL 3: Finn leans behind a pillar while a monk swiftly passes by. Held tightly in the monk’s 
arms is a book. 
  
3 CAP/FINN: I started looking closer, observing habits, the comings and goings. 
 

PANEL 4: The monk has inserted a key into one the locked doors and has opened the room. He 
sheepishly enters. On the cover of the book is a familiar heart shaped symbol we’ve seen before. 

4 CAP/FINN: Was it staring me in the face all along? The presence of an artifact.  
 

PANEL 5: We see closes on the book’s cover. The symbol is one we’ve seen earlier from the 
artifact scroll; the winged triangle. 
 
5 CAP/FINN: The presence of the ANGELUS. 
 

PANEL 6:  It has become night and Finn sneaks through the temple grounds. Off in the distance 
a temple chamber, lit by firelight, beckons. 

6 CAP/FINN: Sometimes you got to device a plan, pick some locks, and get to the bottom of an 
investigation. 
 

PANEL 7: Finn peaks through an open chamber door. A shock of horror over comes him. What 
does he see? 

7 CAP/FINN: Other times the truth just falls right into your lap.  
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PANEL 1: A large two-page spread, thirteen monks chant in unison kneeling before a golden 
altar. The monks are disrobed. Showing on their chests is the Angelus brand. Off to the left 
stands Finn, looking on bewildered. 
 
1 CAP/FINN: It’s some kind of ritual, a brotherhood of the Angelus.  
2 MONKS: (Chanting) 
 

PANEL 2: The Happy Monk (not part of the chanters) has discovered Finn. He gently reaches 
for Finn’s hand. 

3 CAP/FINN: My friend finds me quickly, happy as always.  
 

PANEL 3: The Happy Monk leads Finn off to the side and they observe the strange ritual. 

4 CAP/FINN: He doesn’t seem to mind my presence at all. 
 

PANEL 4:  Two monks appear from a conjoining chamber. Between them they carry a young 
boy from his armpits. The boy is shirtless and seems to be stuck in some kind of trance.  
 
5 MONKS: (Chanting) 
 

PANEL 5: The chanting grows louder as the boy is laid on the altar. Another monk pours a dark 
syrup drink out of a cup and down the boy’s throat. 

6 MONKS: (Chanting) 
 

PANEL 6: Close on the boy’s face as his eyes begin to glow a bright luminous white light. The 
room fills with a terrible, unearthly screech. 

SFX (OP): EEARRCCHHHH! 
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PANEL 1: Full page spread of a large Angelus demon monster descending over the altar boy. It 
is a magnificent golden winged creature, a guardian from the gates of the Kingdom of Light  
straight out of the dreams of artist Stjepan Sejic.. The monks raise their arms to the heavens as 
they continue their strong chants. The monster screeches loudly. 

1 MONSTER: EEARRCCHHHH! 
2 MONKS: (Chanting) 
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PANEL 1: The Angelus Monster’s mouth hovers over the boy. It inhales what seems to be the 
boy’s life force. The life force looks like bright streaks/wavy vapors of light. The boy’s body 
shrivels as his very soul is drained from him. His eyes have blackened out.  

1 CAP/FINN: It’s some kind of rogue creature from the Angelus’s kingdom of light. Summoned 
by the monk’s order. 
 
 
PANEL 2: The chanting monks, like the monster, are able to inhale the strands of light as it 
spreads across the room. The monks receive the evanescence vapor of the boy’s life force. Finn 
can no longer remain silent. 

2 CAP/FINN: The monks use the creature as a conduit, somehow draining the boy completely 
void of his eternal light, life, or perhaps even his soul. 
3 MONKS: (Chanting) 
4 FINN (OP): STOP! 

 
PANEL 3: The Monster cocks its head. It looks over in Finn’s directions and then screeches. 
The Monster is finished with the boy. 

5 MONSTER: EEARRCCHHHH! 
 

PANEL 4: Finn powers on his Glacier Stone. The stone hums with blue light as Finn transitions 
into his icy altered form. Finn points towards the monster. 

6 FINN: Now I know why I am here… 
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PANEL 1: Finn, fully transformed into the ice giant, lunges fist first at the beast. The monster 
dive bombs from above. It stretches its massive claws out at Finn. 

1 FINN: …to put an end to the likes of you. 
 

PANEL 2: Finn Lands his punch on the monster’s jaw. The monster is stunned. 

SFX: Fwackk! 
 

PANEL 3: The monster retaliates by sinking his claw deep into the left side of Finn cracking his 
icy exterior and drawing blood. 

SFX: Crackkk! 
 

PANEL 4: Finn falls down to one knee after the blow and covers his bleeding wound with his 
hand. 

SFX: (Finn panting) 
2 FINN: Okay that one hurt a little. 
 

PANEL 5: The monster catches Finn off guard and full-on tackles him. The monster wraps Finn 
up around the waist. Finn is lifted off his feet.  

3 FINN: Ummmph! 
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PANEL 1: The monster finishes off his tackling drive by slamming Finn through a temple wall. 
Debris and bricks fly as they crash into an unknown chamber.  

SFX: Crash! 
 

PANEL 2: The chamber the monster tossed Finn into is horrifying: the room is littered with 
skeletons and shriveled mummified corpses. Finn recovers from the tackle as he sits up in the 
pile of rubble. He is angered by what he sees. 

1 CAP/FINN: Hundreds of tiny skeletons! This was no first time rodeo for the monks. Who are 
these savages?  
 

PANEL 3: Finn clashes with the monster. The two face off head to head. Finn grunts as the 
Angelus monster roars and spews embers. Finn locks his grip on the monster’s wrist. Finn’s 
powers trickle down the forearm of the beast, crystalizing in ice beast’s limb.  
 
2 FINN: Eerrrrrr! 
3 MONSTER: RARRRRR! 
4 CAP/FINN: But I’ll deal with one monster at a time. 
 

PANEL 4: With a quick flick of his wrist, Finn gruesomely breaks off the iced arm of the beast. 
The monster howls in pain as the appendage separates from his body. 

5 MONSTER: AROOOOAHHHH! 
 

PANEL 5: The Monster takes to the air to regroup. Finn turns to run in the other direction. 

SFX: (flapping wings) 
6 CAP/FINN: The Glacier Stone helps me strike some damage to the Angelus beast… 

 
PANEL 6: Finn finds his gear and holds in his hand the item he’s been searching for: the Blood 
Sword. 

7 CAP/FINN: …But the Blood Sword knows how to finish the job. 
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PANEL 1: The Monster strikes from above. It swoops down in a furious rage as it races towards 
Finn in the temple courtyard. Finn stands his ground, hands readied on the Blood Sword at his 
side.  

1 MONSTER: EEARRCCHHHH! 
 

PANEL 2: Finn plunges the Blood Sword deep into the gut of the Angelus Monster. The monster 
withers with pain as blood oozes down the sword’s lustrous blade. 

2 MONSTER: AROOOOAHHHH! 
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PANEL 1: Finn, still in ice giant form, stands over the beast and removes the Blood Sword from 
the beast’s gut. The light vapors slowly escape from the beast. The monks have now gathered 
around the beast. The monk’s auras glow as the bright vapors drain from their bodies as well. 

1 CAP/FINN: I feel foolish for being so blind to it. I should learn to trust the Glacier Stone’s 
signals. 
 

PANEL 2: Happy Monk stands before Finn but this time, the monk frowns. The monk’s aura 
fades as he slightly ages. 

2 CAP/FINN: The monks must have been summoning the monster for years. It would seem the 
ritual stole the children’s life force and reversed years of living to each monk.  

 
PANEL 3: The frowning formerly happy monk bows his head in shame as if to apologize to 
Finn for his behavior. Finn stands tall with a grimace of disappointment. 

3 CAP/FINN: They must have been taking, perhaps luring, nearby villagers’ children. That kind 
of a reputation would be more than enough for a man to throw a punch when a monk walks into 
a bar. 
 
 
PANEL 4: Finn powers down from his icy form and sheaths the Blood Sword. 

4 CAP/FINN: Time again to trust my gut and balance the scales. 
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PANEL 1: The sun breaks on the horizon as it rises on a new day. 

Silent panel 
 

PANEL 2: The monks gather in the square, they are older and feebler. Their heads are hung low. 
They are no longer the “at peace” bunch they were before. 
 
Silent panel 
 
 
PANEL 3: The monks have begun to meditate. Finn observes the monks, his back to us. With 
his bag over his shoulder, we can tell Finn is on his way out. 
 
Silent panel 
 
 
PANEL 4:  Finn kneels below the temple entrance arch he first arrived through. He places a 
hand on to the ground and his icy powers extend from it, sending a streak of ice to engulf the 
campus grounds. 
 
Silent panel 
 

PANEL 5: The monks freeze over as they meditate: the scene is reminiscent of Thich Quang 
Duc, the famous monk who burned himself in protest. Sunlight beams strike the monks’ new 
glittery ice shells. It’s a fitting death. 

Silent panel 
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PANEL 1: The image is nearly a full-page spread of the completely frozen crystalized 
monastery. A once golden paradise now shimmers with an icy brilliance as the morning sun 
reflects off the temple city. Finn travels down the mountain trail with scroll in one hand and 
Blood Sword at his side. His other arm tows the reigns of the sole survivor of the monastery: the 
mule. A dark shadow by the entrance stands out in the spread. 
 
1 FINN/CAP: Sometimes I fail to see the big picture, but in my heart I do what I believe is right. 
2 FINN/CAP: A great power turns inside me and it is I who must give it purpose, not the other 
way around. 
 

PANEL 2: Upon closer inspection from a section in the panel above: within a shadow, we see 
one of Jackie’s demon minions. He stands before the icy entrance to the campus. The minion, 
very pleased with himself, produces a wide mischievous grin. He is satisfied with his spying 
mission for Jackie. 
 
Silent panel 
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PANEL 1: Back in the warehouse, our focus is on Jackie. Jackie’s expression is as if he had 
been recounting Finn’s tale in his mind all along. Jackie, with a smug grin, arrives at his 
resolution. 

1 JACKIE: Finnegan continues to prove himself useful to me yet. 
 

PANEL 2: The Bookkeeper does not care one way or the other. He turns his head down and 
makes the notation in his books. 

2 JACKIE (OP): Keep the account open; I would like to have him on retainer. 
3 Bookkeeper: Fine, fine. I’ll make no changes. 
 

PANEL 3: The view is back to a wide shot of the warehouse as Jackie sneaks back to the 
shadows. As he walks away he speaks to himself his parting thoughts. 

4: JACKIE: I believe I have only begun to see Finnegan’s true potential. 

 
END. 


